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INFORMATION ACOUISITION (I 

if (TARGET CONTEXT ENTITY HAS TARGET CONTEXT INFORMATION) 
TARGET CONTEXT INFORMATION POSITION OF TARGET CONTEXT ENTITY IS RESULT. 

else 
Iur (FOR ALL CONTEXT INFORMATION) 

II (CONTEXT INFORMATION IS LINK INFORMATION.) , 

EXECUTE INFORMATION ACOUISITION II FOR CONTEXT ENTITY OF LINK DESTINATION. 
iI (TARGET CONTEXT INFORMATION IS OBTAINEO I 
‘ TARGET CONTEXT INFORMATION OF LINK DESTINATION IS RESULT. 

and II ' 

end (I 
and (or » 

TARGET CONTEXT INFORMATION ACOUISITION HAS FAILEO. 
end if 

FIG.4 
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BEST POSITION INFORMATION ACOUISITION I) 

begin ' 

EXECUTE POSITION INFORMATION ACOUISITION FOR TARGET CONTEXT ENTITY 
II POSITION INFORMATION CONTEXT CANOIOATE COUNT = O 

POSITION INFORMATION ACOUISITION HAS FAILEO. 
else 

POSITION INFORMATION CONTEXT CANOIOATE HAVING MINIMUM ERROR VALUE IS 
SEIECTEO FROM POSITION INFORMATION CONTEXT CANOIOATE COUNT ANO 
OEFINE IT AS POSITION INFORMATION 

end If 
and 

POSITION INFORMATION ACOUISITION I) 

begin , 

i) (POSITION CONTEXT INFORMATION IS PRESENT IN CONTEXT) ‘ 
THIS POSITION CONTEXT INFORMATION IS ADDED TO POSITION CONTEXT CANOIOATE. 

end if 
for (FOR ALL CONTEXT INFORMATION) 

if (CONTEXT INFORMATION IS LINK INFORMATION.) 
EXECUTE POSITION INFORMATION ACOUISITION I ) 
FOR CONTEXT ENTITY AS IINK OESTINATION. 

and if 
end if 

FIG.6 
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CONTEXT PROVIDING METHOD, SYSTEM, AND 
APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to a context providing 
method, system, and apparatus for acquiring or generating a 
context satisfying a request representing the context repre 
senting a situation for a user, article, environment, or the 
like, and sending a context noti?cation. 

[0002] Conventionally, a computer system has been pro 
posed, Which generates context information representing a 
context requested from an application and transferring the 
context information to the application via a netWork. J apa 
nese Patent Laid-Open No. 2001-216315 (reference 1) dis 
closes the folloWing method of generating and providing 
context information having a high degree of satisfaction for 
a user. 

[0003] (1) At least one context data unit information made 
up of identi?cation information of one context data used for 
generating context information and at least one attribute 
information for designating a feature of the context data is 
made to correspond to identi?cation information of the 
context information and registered in an information-data 
unit correspondence table in advance, 

[0004] (2) the context data unit information is made 
to correspond to a context data source suitable for 
acquiring context data identi?ed by the identi?cation 
information of the context data unit information and 
registered in a data unit-source correspondence table, 

[0005] (3) at least one context data unit information 
having context data of a feature suitable for gener 
ating context information associated With a manage 
ment target requested from an application is speci 
?ed by looking up the information-data unit 
correspondence table, 

[0006] (4) a context data source suitable for acquiring 
context data identi?ed by the identi?cation informa 
tion of the speci?ed context data unit information is 
speci?ed by looking up the data unit-source corre 
spondence table, and 

[0007] (5) context data is acquired from the speci?ed 
context data source, and context information 
requested from the application is generated using the 
acquired context data and output. 

[0008] The conventional context providing method 
described above can be summarized as folloWs. An attribute 
for a context source required for generating the requested 
context information is determined using the information 
data unit correspondence table. A context source having the 
determined attribute is determined using the data unit-source 
correspondence table to generate and provide the context 
information. 

[0009] The conventional context providing method, hoW 
ever, determines the context source from the requested 
context information through the context source attribute. For 
example, an automobile has a GPS (Global Positioning 
System) as a context source, and an automobile position is 
de?ned as a context. In addition, another context that a user 
gets in this automobile is present. In this case, a context as 
the user’s position cannot be generated from the above tWo 
contexts. 
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[0010] In the conventional case, a neW context cannot be 
disadvantageously generated from a combination of a plu 
rality of contexts, as described above. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0011] It is an object of the present invention to alloW 
generation of a context using a context from a context source 
Which is not directly relevant to a context entity Which Wants 
to grasp the context. 

[0012] In order to achieve the above object of the present 
invention, there is provided a context providing method 
comprising the collection step of collecting context infor 
mation representing a situation of a target via a netWork, the 
generation step of applying a predetermined rule to the 
collected context information and information associated 
With a context entity Which generates/utiliZes the context 
information, thereby generating neW context information, 
and the step of transmitting the generated context informa 
tion to a context requester via the netWork. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0013] FIG. 1 is a schematic vieW shoWing a context 
providing system according to the ?rst embodiment of the 
present invention; 

[0014] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a context providing 
apparatus shoWn in FIG. 1; 

[0015] FIG. 3 is a vieW shoWing the structure of context 
information; 
[0016] FIG. 4 is a vieW for explaining a context genera 
tion sequence by a context generation unit shoWn in FIG. 2; 

[0017] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram shoWing a context 
providing system according to the second embodiment of 
the present invention; and 

[0018] FIG. 6 is a vieW for explaining a context genera 
tion sequence by a context generation unit shoWn in FIG. 5. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0019] The present invention Will be described in detail 
With reference to the accompanying draWings. 

[0020] The de?nitions of terms and their relationships Will 
be described. 

[0021] Context: information representing the situation 
of a given object is de?ned as a context. Examples of 
the context are a pro?le (e.g., the position, age, and sex 
of a user), favor, room temperature, presence/absence, 
netWork bandWidth, and resolution of a personal com 
puter. 

[0022] Context Entity: An object Which generates or 
utiliZes a context is de?ned as a context entity. 
Examples of the context entity are a user, article, and 
environment. An application Which only receives and 
utiliZes a context is also de?ned as a context entity. A 
given context entity is distinguished from another con 
text entity by a context entity identi?er. 

[0023] Material Context: A raW context obtained from a 
sensor is de?ned particularly as a material context. 
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[0024] Context Source: Asource for generating a mate 
rial context or externally providing a context is de?ned 
as a context source. A sensor is an example of the 
context source. A database capable of collecting con 
texts and externally providing them is another example 
of the context source. A given context source is distin 
guished from another context source by a context 
source identi?er. Each context source necessarily has a 
context entity serving as a parent. Any context obtained 
from a context source serves as the context of a parent 

context entity. 

[0025] Context Information: Information expressing a 
context in a format interpretable by a recipient is 
de?ned as context information. Information describing 
a context by XML (extensible Markup Language) in the 
PIDF (Presence Information Data Format) is an 
example of context information. 

[0026] Each context necessarily has one context entity. 
For example, a user is a context entity for a user’s position. 
An engine is a context entity for an engine temperature. A 
personal computer is a context entity for the screen resolu 
tion of the personal computer. A situation in Which a given 
RFID tag is detected by a given RFID reader at given time 
is an example of the context. At this time, the detection itself 
is a material context, the RFID reader is a context source, 
and the RFID tag is a context entity identi?er. The context 
source identi?er of the reader, context entity identi?er of the 
RFID tag, and information expressing the detection time in 
a speci?c format are pieces of context information. Note that 
the identi?er of the RFID itself is generally used as the 
context entity identi?er of the RFID. 

First Embodiment 

[0027] A context providing system according to the ?rst 
embodiment of the present invention Will be described With 
reference to FIGS. 1 and 2. As shoWn in FIG. 1, the context 
providing system comprises a netWork 100, a base station 
101, context providing apparatus 120, and context user 
terminal 130 Which are connected to the netWork 100, an 
automobile 140 Which can communicate With the base 
station 101 by radio, and a cellular phone 160 Which 
communicates With the base station 101 by radio. 

[0028] The automobile 140 comprises a GPS position 
detection device 141 Which detects a position by GPS, a 
communication device 142 Which communicates With the 
base station 101 by radio, and an RFID tag 143. The 
communication device 142 noti?es, via the base station 101 
and netWork 100, the context providing apparatus 120 of the 
position detected by the GPS position detection device 141. 
The cellular phone 160 comprises an RFID tag reader 161. 

[0029] The context user terminal 130 serves as a terminal 
device Which utiliZes a context. In this case, the context user 
terminal 130 simply designates a speci?c context from a 
given object entity to send a context request to the context 
providing apparatus 120. The context user terminal 130 
displays the context information received from the context 
providing apparatus 120. Note that the context user terminal 
130 can be an agent or server or may be a device Which 

processes context information. 

[0030] The automobile 140, RFID tag 143, user 150, and 
cellular phone 160 serve as context entities, respectively. 
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The GPS position detection device 141 and the RFID tag 
reader 161 mounted in the cellular phone 160 serve as 
context sources, respectively. Each context source necessar 
ily has one parent context entity. The contexts collected by 
the context source are dealt as the contexts of the parent 
context entity. In this embodiment, the parent context entity 
of the GPS position detection device 141 serving as a 
context source is the automobile 140. The position infor 
mation detected by the GPS position detection device 141 
directly serves as the context information of the automobile 
140. Similarly, the parent context entity of the RFID tag 
reader 161 serving as the context source is the cellular phone 
160. The information of the RFID tag 143 Which is detected 
by the RFID tag reader 161 is the context information of the 
cellular phone 160. 

[0031] As shoWn in FIG. 2, the context providing appa 
ratus 120 comprises a context collection unit 121, context 
request reception unit 123, and context transmission unit 
124 Which are connected to the netWork 100, a context 
holding unit 122 connected to the context collection unit 
121, and a context generation unit 125 connected to the 
context holding unit 122, context request reception unit 123, 
and context transmission unit 124. 

[0032] The context information of the context entity is 
recorded on the context holding unit 122 of the context 
providing apparatus 120, as shoWn in FIG. 3. In this 
embodiment, context information of the user 150 (to be 
referred to as user context information) 300 contains “Alice” 
representing the context entity identi?er of the user 150, “In 
Work” representing the status of the user 150, and 
“Mphone02” representing the context entity identi?er of the 
carried context entity as a semi?xed link With the user 150. 

[0033] Context information of the cellular phone 160 (to 
be referred to as cellular phone context information) 301 
contains “idle” representing the status of the cellular phone 
160 and “Alice” representing the context entity identi?er of 
the user 150 Which serves as a semi?xed link. 

[0034] Context information (to be referred to as RFID 
context information) 302 of the RFID tag 143 serving as the 
contact entity contains “RFID0123” representing the context 
entity identi?er of the RFID tag 143 and “CarOl” represent 
ing the context entity identi?er of the automobile 140 Which 
serves as a ?xed link. 

[0035] Context information (to be referred to as automo 
bile context information) 303 of the automobile 140 serving 
as the context entity contains “carOl” representing the 
context entity identi?er of the automobile 140, “RFID0123” 
representing the context entity identi?er of the RFID tag 143 
serving as the ?xed link destination, “Drive” representing 
the status of the automobile 140, and “135°42‘10” east 
longitude, 44°15‘30“ north latitude, error Within 10 m“ 
representing the position information detected by the GPS 
position detection device 141. 

[0036] Note that since the status of the user 150, the 
telephone status of the cellular phone 160, and the status of 
the automobile 140 can be generated by a general technique, 
a method of generating them Will not be described. 

[0037] FIG. 4 shoWs a program example by a pseudo 
language representing the generation of the context genera 
tion unit 125. FIG. 4 shoWs a sequence (rule) for obtaining 
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speci?c context information (target context information) of 
a speci?c context entity (target context entity). 

[0038] In this sequence, it is checked if the target context 
information is present in the context information of the 
target context entity. If so, the target context information is 
output. If the target context information is not present, the 
above process is recursively executed for context informa 
tion of another context entity linked by the context infor 
mation of the target context entity until a desired result is 
obtained. In an actual implementation, the relationship 
betWeen the context entities may be looped. For this reason, 
a mechanism for eliminating this loop is required. Assume 
that no loop is present in FIG. 4. 

[0039] The operation of the context providing system 
having the above arrangement Will noW be described. This 
operation is performed such that a program prestored on a 
recording medium (not shoWn) is read and executed by a 
CPU (Central Processing Unit: not shoWn). 
[0040] The user 150 gets in the automobile 140. The RFID 
tag reader 161 mounted in the cellular phone 160 carried by 
the user 150 detects the RFID tag 143 mounted in the 
automobile 140. The cellular phone 160 noti?es the context 
providing apparatus 120 of context information made up of 
a pair of the cellular phone 160 and RFID tag 143 via the 
base station 101 and netWork 100. The context collection 
unit 121 in the context providing apparatus 120 receives the 
context information from the cellular phone 160 and adds 
cellar phone-RFID tag information as a temporary link to the 
cellular phone context information 301, as shoWn in FIG. 3. 
The context collection unit 121 also adds RFID tag-cellular 
phone information 305 as a temporary link to the RFID tag 
context information 302. 

[0041] The context user terminal 130 requests the position 
context information of the user 150 to the context providing 
apparatus 120. The context request reception unit 123 in the 
context providing apparatus 120 receives the request from 
the context user terminal 130 and starts the context genera 
tion unit 125. A case Wherein the context information of the 
context entity identi?ed as “Alice” is requested Will be 
exempli?ed. 
[0042] The context generation unit 125 starts determining 
the position information of the user 150 serving as the 
context entity in response to the request from the context 
user terminal 130. The context generation unit 125 searches 
the context holding unit 122 for the context entity identi?ed 
by “Alice”. As a result of search, the context generation unit 
125 extracts the user context information 300 containing the 
context entity identi?er as “Alice”. 

[0043] The context generation unit 125 checks if the 
context information of the position information is present in 
the user context information 300. Since the user context 
information 300 does not contain the context information 
Whose type is position information, the context generation 
unit 125 searches for another context entity associated With 
the user 150. In this case, the context entity identi?er 
“Mphone02” of the cellular phone 160 as a semi?xed link is 
recorded. The context generation unit 125 then searches for 
context information having “Mphone02” as the context 
entity identi?er and extracts the cellular phone context 
information 301. 

[0044] No position information is present in the cellular 
phone context information 301. The RFID tag context 
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information 302 is extracted using the context entity iden 
ti?er “RFID0123” of the cellular phone-RFID tag informa 
tion 304 recorded as a temporary link. No position infor 
mation is present in the RFID tag context information 302, 
either. The automobile context information 303 having the 
context entity identi?er “CarOl” as a ?xed link is extracted. 
Since position information is contained in the automobile 
context information 303, the context generation unit 125 
determines the position information contained in the auto 
mobile context information 303 as the position information 
of “Alice”. 

[0045] The context providing apparatus 120 sends back, to 
the context user terminal 130 as the context of the user 150, 
the position information context originally serving as the 
position information of the automobile 140 and determined 
in the above step. 

[0046] According to this embodiment, When position 
information of the user 150 cannot be obtained from only the 
context of the user 150, the context entities associated With 
the user 150 are sequentially traced, and the position infor 
mation of the found context entity is provided to the request 
terminal as the context information of the user 150. 

[0047] In this embodiment, a single netWork is used as the 
netWork 100, and the base station 101 is shared in commu 
nication With the communication device 142 and cellular 
phone 160. HoWever, the present invention is not limited to 
this. A plurality of netWorks such as a cellular phone 
netWork, Wireless LAN netWork, and the Internet or a 
plurality of base stations may be used. 

[0048] In this embodiment, all pieces of context informa 
tion are held in the context holding unit 122. HoWever, the 
context holding means may be divided into a plurality of 
parts depending on the characteristics of information, such 
as permanent or temporary information. For example, the 
attributes representing the features of context entities and 
context sources, and the ?xed relationships betWeen the 
context entities may be held in another holding means. 

Second Embodiment 

[0049] A context providing system according to the sec 
ond embodiment of the present invention Will be described 
With reference to FIG. 5. The overall arrangement of the 
second embodiment is the same as in FIG. 1. The arrange 
ment of a context providing apparatus 120 is shoWn in FIG. 
4. In FIG. 4, a rule holding unit 126 Which holds rules used 
for context generation is added to the arrangement in FIG. 
2. 

[0050] In the second embodiment, a context generation 
unit 125 does not hold a sequence for generating a context, 
but generates a context by interpreting a rule held in the rule 
holding unit 126. If a rule 400 shoWn in FIG. 4 is held in the 
rule holding unit 126, the same operation as in the ?rst 
embodiment is performed. 

[0051] When a rule 401 shoWn in FIG. 6 is employed as 
a position acquisition rule, more ?exible position informa 
tion acquisition is achieved. More speci?cally, in the rule 
400 shoWn in FIG. 4, processing is ended When necessary 
context information is extracted for the ?rst time. In the rule 
401 in FIG. 6, hoWever, all pieces of position information of 
all associated context entities are collected, and among them 
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all, position information having a smallest error is selected 
as the position information of a target context entity. 

[0052] For example, When a cellular phone 160 has a 
position detection means Whose precision is poorer than that 
of a GPS position detection device 141, and a user 150 does 
not get in an automobile 140, the position information 
detected by the cellular phone 160 serves as the position 
information of the user 150. On the other hand, When the 
user 150 gets in the automobile 140, position information 
detected by a higher-precision GPS position detection 
device 141 serves as the position information of the user 
150. 

[0053] According to this embodiment, a ?exible system 
can be constructed by adding or changing a rule. 

[0054] As has been described above, according to the 
present invention, by utiliZing the relationship betWeen 
context entities, necessary context information is generated 
using context information obtained from a context source 
not directly related to a target context entity Whose context 
should be grasped. An opportunity for utiliZing generated 
context information can be enhanced. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A context providing method comprising: 

the collection step of collecting context information rep 
resenting a situation of a target via a netWork; 

the generation step of applying a predetermined rule to the 
collected context information and information associ 
ated With a context entity Which generates/utiliZes the 
context information, thereby generating neW context 
information; and 

the step of transmitting the generated context information 
to a context requester via the netWork. 

2. A method according to claim 1, Wherein 

the information associated With the context entity is a 
relationship betWeen context entities contained in the 
colleted context information, and 

the generation step comprises the step of applying the 
predetermined rule to the collected context information 
and the relationship betWeen the context entities con 
tained in the collected context information, thereby 
generating the neW context information. 

3. A method according to claim 1, Wherein 

the information associated With the context entity is at 
least one of a relationship betWeen context entities 
contained in the colleted context information, prestored 
context entity attribute information, and a prestored 
relationship betWeen the context entities, and 

the generation step comprises the step of applying the 
predetermined rule to the collected context information 
and said at least one of the relationship betWeen the 
context entities contained in the collected context infor 
mation, the prestored context entity attribute informa 
tion, and the prestored relationship betWeen the context 
entities, thereby generating the neW context informa 
tion. 

4. A method according to claim 1, further comprising the 
step of laying out, in correspondence With a context entity, 
a context source Which detects presence of the context entity, 
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the collection step comprising the step of collecting 
context information made up of a pair of a context 
source and a corresponding context entity. 

5. A method according to claim 1, further comprising the 
step of setting the predetermined rule, 

the generation step comprising the step of generating 
context information in accordance With a set rule. 

6. A context providing system including a radio commu 
nication system connected to a netWork, and a context 
providing apparatus Which collects context information rep 
resenting a target situation and containing temporary context 
information noti?ed from said radio communication system, 
and providing context information neWly generated in accor 
dance With a context information request, 

said context providing apparatus comprising: 

context information collection means for collecting con 
text information via said netWork; 

context generation means for applying a predetermined 
rule to context information output from said context 
information collection means and information associ 
ated With a context entity Which generates/utiliZes the 
context information, thereby generating neW context 
information; and 

context transmission means for transmitting the context 
information from said context generation means to a 
context requester via said netWork. 

7. A system according to claim 6, Wherein 

the information associated With the context entity is a 
relationship betWeen context entities contained in the 
colleted context information, and 

said context generation means applies the predetermined 
rule to the collected context information and the rela 
tionship betWeen the context entities contained in the 
collected context information, thereby generating the 
neW context information. 

8. A system according to claim 6, Wherein 

the information associated With the context entity is at 
least one of a relationship betWeen context entities 
contained in the colleted context information, prestored 
context entity attribute information, and a prestored 
relationship betWeen the context entities, and 

said context generation means applies the predetermined 
rule to the collected context information and said at 
least one of the relationship betWeen the context enti 
ties contained in the collected context information, the 
prestored context entity attribute information, and the 
prestored relationship betWeen the context entities, 
thereby generating the neW context information. 

9. A system according to claim 6, further comprising a 
context source Which is laid out in correspondence With a 
context entity to detect presence of the corresponding con 
text entity, 

Wherein said context information collection means col 
lects context information made up of a pair of a context 
entity and said context source via said radio commu 
nication system. 

10. Asystem according to claim 6, further comprising rule 
holding means for holding the predetermined rule, 
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wherein said context generation means generates context 
information in accordance With the rule held in said 
rule holding means. 

11. A context providing apparatus comprising: 

context information collection means for collecting con 
text information representing a situation of a target via 

a netWork; 

context generation means for applying a predetermined 
rule to the context information output from said context 
information collection means and information associ 
ated With a context entity Which generates/utiliZes the 
context information, thereby generating neW context 
information; and 

context transmission means for transmitting the generated 
context information from said context generation 
means to a context requester via said netWork. 

12. An apparatus according to claim 11, Wherein 

the information associated With the context entity is a 
relationship betWeen context entities contained in the 
colleted context information, and 

said context generation means applies the predetermined 
rule to the collected context information and the rela 
tionship betWeen the context entities contained in the 
collected context information, thereby generating the 
neW context information. 

13. An apparatus according to claim 11, Wherein 

the information associated With the context entity is at 
least one of a relationship betWeen context entities 
contained in the colleted context information, prestored 
context entity attribute information, and a prestored 
relationship betWeen the context entities, and 

said context generation means applies the predetermined 
rule to the collected context information and said at 
least one of the relationship betWeen the context enti 
ties contained in the collected context information, the 
prestored context entity attribute information, and the 
prestored relationship betWeen the context entities, 
thereby generating the neW context information. 

14. An apparatus according to claim 11, Wherein said 
context information collection means collects context infor 
mation made up of a pair of a context entity and a context 
source Which detects presence of a context laid out in 
correspondence With the context entity. 

15. An apparatus according to claim 11, further compris 
ing rule holding means for holding the predetermined rule, 

Wherein said context generation means generates context 
information in accordance With the rule held in said 
rule holding means. 

16. A recording medium Which records a program Which 
executes: 
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the collection procedure of collecting context information 
representing a situation of a target via a netWork; 

the generation procedure of applying a predetermined rule 
to the collected context information and information 
associated With a context entity Which generates/uti 
liZes the context information, thereby generating neW 
context information; and 

the procedure of transmitting the generated context infor 
mation to a context requester via the netWork. 

17. A medium according to claim 16, Wherein 

the information associated With the context entity is a 
relationship betWeen context entities contained in the 
colleted context information, and 

the generation procedure comprises the procedure of 
applying the predetermined rule to the collected context 
information and the relationship betWeen the context 
entities contained in the collected context information, 
thereby generating the neW context information. 

18. A medium according to claim 16, Wherein 

the information associated With the context entity is at 
least one of a relationship betWeen context entities 
contained in the colleted context information, prestored 
context entity attribute information, and a prestored 
relationship betWeen the context entities, and 

the generation procedure comprises the procedure of 
applying the predetermined rule to the collected context 
information and said at least one of the relationship 
betWeen the context entities contained in the collected 
context information, the prestored context entity 
attribute information, and the prestored relationship 
betWeen the context entities, thereby generating the 
neW context information. 

19. A medium according to claim 16, Wherein 

the program comprises a program for executing a proce 
dure of laying out, in correspondence With a context 
entity, a context source Which detects presence of a 
context entity, and 

the collection procedure comprises the procedure of col 
lecting context information made up of a pair of a 
context source and a corresponding context entity. 

20. A medium according to claim 16, Wherein 

the program further comprises a program Which executes 
a procedure Which sets the predetermined rule, and 

the generation procedure comprises a procedure Which 
generates context information in accordance With a set 
rule. 


